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AFICIONADO
INTO MISCHIEF X CLASSY CITIZEN (PROUD CITIZEN) 

Selling Wednesday, November 15th 
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AFICIONADO digs in to break his maiden at Keeneland on October 17th.  

AFICIONADO is owned by the stallion making group of SF Bloodstock, 
Starlight Racing, Madaket Stables, Fred Hertrich, John Fielding and Golconda 
Stables.  This group purchased 24 yearling colts with stallion pedigrees during the 
2018 yearling season with the goal to produce a G1 winning 2-year-old/stallion 
prospect. G1W and Breeders' Cup Juvenile participant EIGHT RINGS came out of 
this group and as his breeding rights have been sold, the venture will now 
reposition the rest of the group which will undoubtedly include future 
Graded Stakes winners. 

These 2-year-olds that are offered by this group are lightly raced horses who are 
standout physicals with stallion quality pedigrees representing plenty of blue 
sky ahead. 

WHY IS HE HERE?



PAST PERFORMANCES

After a solid 3rd in his debut sprinting on the dirt, AFICIONADO was given a 
chance on the turf in a rich, Kentucky Downs maiden special weight 
stretching out to a mile. He ran big to run a game second and was put back on 
the turf at Keeneland this past fall meet. 

Breaking from post 11 of 12, AFICIONADO endured a very wide trip (42 feet 
father than the 2nd finisher) but gamely prevailed in the stretch to win by a 
neck (Watch Replay). 

TRAKUS CHART

https://vimeo.com/367093608


PEDIGREE NOTES

AFICIONADO is a very strong physical by the red-hot INTO MISCHIEF and 
brought $500,000 at the 2018 Keeneland September sale. Into Mischief's 
yearling average during the 2018 sale season was $277,000 overall and 
$300,000 for his colts. 

The 2nd foal out of Classy Citizen (Proud Citizen), AIFICIONADO is the second 
winner from the mare of her two of racing age. She has produced two more 
fillies by INTO MISCHIEF and visited Bolt d'Oro this year. 

LOOKING AHEAD

With 3 lifetime starts, AFICIONADO has improved in each start and comes to 
the sale as a last out winner over a very full field at Keeneland. Now that he 
has found his niche going 2-turns on the turf, AFICIONADO is an exciting 
Stakes prospect for next year, especially with the rise in purses and Graded 
Stakes for turf racing- especially in New York. 

A possible Stakes schedule for AFICIONADO includes but is not limited to:
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